Each year a number of undergraduate and postgraduate students within the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law, who attain a specified cumulative GPA across the entirety of their program, are eligible for placement on the Dean's Honour Roll. The Dean's Honour Roll recognises outstanding academic excellence in a student's program of study.

I join with the Heads of School and staff members of the Faculty in extending congratulations to the following students who graduated in July 2012 and are admitted to the Dean's Honour Roll.

In recognition of outstanding academic achievement in an undergraduate program

Bachelor of Business
DREGEN Benji

Bachelor of Business Management
BELLFORD Joanne

Bachelor of Commerce
YEUNG Kevin

BELTRAMINI Maria

BENNIGHT Emily

BONDFIELD Kate

BOYD Ben

BURRIS Donna

BURRELL Emma

CANNON Elise

CAO Li

CARTER Scott

CASAGRANDE Julian

CHAI Ji-Wen

CHEN Jien-Wu

CHEN Simon

CHEN Xi

CHI Wai Chi

CLARKE Morgan

COCKERELL Suzannah

COYNE Declan

DOUSSETT Michelle

EDWARDS Nathan

FANG Yang

FARQUHAR Sally

FENG Xing

FLINT Matthew

FU Yiyun

FYFE Alexandra

HILL Marcus

HONG Xin

HUANG Christopher

HUANG Yuja

IP Jiangkui

JACOBSEN Niels

JIN Fan

JONES Nicola

KAI Kar Wei Yuen

KELLY Alexandra

KIM Saung-Ryan

KONG Hongyuan

KURJANOWSKI Dany

KRUSE Nik

LARKIN Tamara

LEE Sienna

LEE Timothy

LEE Li Xiang Desmond

LI Yang

LIEBEFELDT Hayden

LIEN Xu Tian

LU Rong

LIVINGSTON Jacinta

LOH Ye Fa

LU Bin

MARCQUART Edric

MEI Sen

MOLLOY Alexander

MORGAN Ryan

MURTAGH James

NEL Michelle

NG Saki

NINONG Shuyu

NORTON Hugh

OLDACRE Jessica

ONG Jian Hui

ONG Jun Wei

PAN Junwen

PETERS Jonathan

POULSEN Michael

ROSLI Muhammad Daniel

SIM Huei

SONG Sihe

STEVENSIBRIONBrennan

STODULKA Katherine

TAIBI Tommy

TAN Lisa

TAN Qing Long

TEE Yu Ngee

THAD Yir

VIN HORDRISCH Katherine

WAN Lu

WANG Jiannya

WANG Richard

WANG Ting

WANG Ziquan

WEI Ziqian

WILLIAMS Tarja

WINTERSE Teagan

WOODS Alyssa

YAU Calvin

YAU Sze Yin

YEE Ting Chun

YU Tsu-Hui

ZHANG Tian

ZHANG Yue

ZHOU Min

ZHOU Xiang

ZHOU Shuju

Bachelor of Commerce/ Bachelor of Tourism Management
ARNDT Tyson

BODIG Jersamy

GENTRY Sarah

GEOCHESKAN Robert

HAID Arabela

LEE Zhi Wei

MACKENZIE Andrew

MCRAW pdf

MCCOVERN William

PINNAT Michael

TURNER Nicholas

WALSH Ryan

WEIRAIKMINGO Rowan

WELLINGTON Thomas

Bachelor of Economics
BUCKLEY Thomas

CLARKE Aaron

DANG Thu

EARNISHEAlexander

FORSTER Troy

GARZARELLA Gian Paul

HARDWICK Anne-Marie

HUMPHREY Lauren

ICH Ben-Sil

LENG Allan

LEONG Wei Ruen

LUM Shugai

MAYER Andreas

MOXON Jaki

PINNATELLI Andrew

PIPER Michael

PUGH Daniel

REN Xinxo

SUN Jiayang

TANG Tung

VYVSESGARAN Naivna

WILSON Richard

WU Ting

WYDMANSKI Andrew

XIAO Lin

ZHANG Kai

ZHANG Xiqin

ZHANG Xin

ZHANG Yiming

ZHOU Nian

ZHOU Xin

ZHOU Jianhong

ZHU Shujie

Bachelor of International Hotel & Tourism Management
ANG Zi Ya

CHAN Kai Men

CHEK Wei Lun

COUITS Jennifer

HE Wanli

LEE Chm Kuan

LEE Min Hui

LIU Zeke

LO Ka Wun

MUIYEN Ngoc

PHAN Ngoc Thanh Binh

POON Poh Yeng

SHEF Yayan

SO Kim Choo

TAN Eunice

WALKER Jessica

Bachelor of Business/ Bachelor of Commerce
BARRETT Carly

BAZARI Shalini

CONRAD Samuel

GANDHI Darshil

HALLAMORO Matti Kalevi

NOONAN Elenor

ROBINSON Jordan

SABBA Shahahah

SANCHEZ RODRIGUEZ Diana

Master of Business
LAWLESS Sandra

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

MASTER OF BUSINESS ECONOMICS

MASTER OF BUSINESS ECONOMICS (ADVANCED)

Master of Commerce
CHEN Ningguan

GUNZNER Christian

LEE Xiang Ying

MCMANUS Jack

NISBET Nathan

RAMDANNAN Aki

SOUTHWAY Tim

TAYLOR Sam

TAYLOR Richard

TAYLOR architecture

TAYLOR Lin

THOMSON Alistair

TOBY Roderick

TONG Xi

MDC

Master of Commerce (Advanced)
CHEN Zhiyang

CHONG Poh Yn

EREMENKO Kiri

KONG Zhe

MOHD NOOR ARIFIN Azwed

TRUONG Ngoc Huong

Master of Economics
FARBROTHER David

HOGS Stephen

Master of Health Economics
CHERIAN Rachel

CROSSLAND Paul

LOH Wei Er

Master of International Economics and Finance
AN Rui

CHEN Gangyi

COFFIN David

HAYES Alicia

MILLER Carl Neville

OU Yi Tao

SUN Dian

TRAN Thi Thu Huyen

VU Thi Mai Huong

WANG Lu

YAM Fonsa

ZHANG Siyuan

ZHANG Tong

ZHOU Juan

Master of Technology and Innovation Management
DOKLEJA Maja

GUPTA Yami

JARAMILLO ARMANDILIAN

KREBS Marco

RESTALL Simon

In recognition of outstanding academic achievement in a postgraduate program

Bachelor of International Hotel & Tourism Management
ANG Zi Ya

CHAN Kai Men

CHEK Wei Lun

COUITS Jennifer

HE Wanli

LEE Chm Kuan

LEE Min Hui

LIU Zeke

LO Ka Wun

MUIYEN Ngoc

PHAN Ngoc Thanh Binh

POON Poh Yeng

SHEF Yayan

SO Kim Choo

TAN Eunice

WALKER Jessica

Bachelor of Business
LAU Yuen Hung

ROGERS Edward

RIEGER Robin

PHAN Hoa

LI Yufan

LU Jia

LU YF

RONG Lin

SHEFF Uyen

SU Yong

TONG Xi

TIDBOLD Amy

SMITH Timothy

TONG Xi

TONG Xun

TONG Xi

TRUONG Thi Van Anh

ZHOU Shu

Master of Business
LAWLESS Sandra

Master of Business Economics
LAWLESS Sandra

Master of Commerce
CHEN Ningguan

GUNZNER Christian

LEE Xiang Ying

MCMANUS Jack

NISBET Nathan

RAMDANNAN Aki

SOUTHWAY Tim

TAYLOR Sam

TAYLOR Richard

TAYLOR architecture

TAYLOR Lin

THOMSON Alistair

TOBY Roderick

TONG Xi

MDC

Master of Commerce (Advanced)
CHEN Zhiyang

CHONG Poh Yn

EREMENKO Kiri

KONG Zhe

MOHD NOOR ARIFIN Azwed

TRUONG Ngoc Huong

Master of Economics
FARBROTHER David

HOGS Stephen

Master of Health Economics
CHERIAN Rachel

CROSSLAND Paul

LOH Wei Er

Master of International Economics and Finance
AN Rui

CHEN Gangyi

COFFIN David

HAYES Alicia

MILLER Carl Neville

OU Yi Tao

SUN Dian

TRAN Thi Thu Huyen

VU Thi Mai Huong

WANG Lu

YAM Fonsa

ZHANG Siyuan

ZHANG Tong

ZHOU Juan

Master of Technology and Innovation Management
DOKLEJA Maja

GUPTA Yami

JARAMILLO ARMANDILIAN

KREBS Marco

RESTALL Simon
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Master of Business
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Master of Technology and Innovation Management
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